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Superscripts
e electrolyte
m metal, electrode
s surface
o zeroth order
Mathematical
e Heaviside function
V gradient operator
— (subscript) difference
+ (subscript) average
I parallel component

reduced (measurable)i/x partial derivative
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ABSTRACT

A new general equation is derived for the overpotential of a polarizable, electroneutral, isothermal electrode surface
using nonequilibrium thermodynamics for surfaces. Local equilibrium at the surface is assumed. The use of independent
variables allows a separation of fast and slow processes and a simple incorporation of the chemical reaction into a set of
coupled scalar fluxes. The theory is illustrated by the hydrogen evolution reaction in the steady state. This reaction can
be regarded as the coupled transport of mass fluxes with the electric current density. The overpotential, which is a sin-
gularity of the electric field at the surface, can be described entirely in terms of linear flux-force relationships. It is
explicitely shown how the formulation includes different versions of the empirical Tafel equation and how parameters of
the Tafel equation may be reinterpreted. This gives a completely new basis for describing and understanding the overpo-
tential of an electrode. The value 0.5 of the so-called symmetry factor a, is in our theory a consequence of stoichiometric
relationships and special transport coefficients at the surface, not, e.g., of the position of the activation energy barrier.
Deviations from 0.5 can be explained by interacting fluxes. Such interactions are dependent on the current density and
on the temperature, and eventually may lead to a shift of rate-limiting Steps. The inclusion of coupling phenomena into
the theory for the overpotential may resolve observations quoted in the literature as anomalies. The overpotential in the
steady state can be obtained as a function of several transport coefficients for the surface in addition to the ohmic sur-
face resistance. A negative slope of ln j with partial gas pressure of hydrogen is predicted.

Introduction
The electrochemical literature (see, eg., Ref. 1) distin-

guishes between the concentration overpotential (also
called the diffusion overpotential) and the reaction over-
potential (also called the activation or surface overpoten-
tial). The ohmic potential drop at the surface is often
excluded from the definition of the overpotential. The
concentration overpotential has been described using the
format of a concentration cell, while the successful model-

* Electrochemical Society Active Member.

ing of the reaction overpotential traditionally has been
based on the Butler-Volmer equation or equivalent formu-
lations of this equation.2 The Butler-Volmer equation gives
the net electrode reaction rate as the difference between
the forward and the backward reaction rates. The unidi-
rectional rates have Boltzmann-like probability for their
advancement across an activation energy barrier. The
height of the barrier is different in the two directions,
under the influence of the electric field, and this gives the
net rate. The Marcus theory6 extends this picture by
including the reorganizational energy of the surroundings
into the charge-transfer process.
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based on the Butler-Volmer equation or equivalent formu-
lations of this equation.2 The Butler-Volmer equation gives
the net electrode reaction rate as the difference between
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For certain conditions, both theories give the empirical
Tafel equation. For a cathode, the Tafel equation reads

Nil = q{ini— In lit]

The electric current density,), and the overpotential, i are
negative by convention at this electrode. The exchange
current density at equilibrium is j,,, while 1?, T and F are
the gas constant, the absolute temperature, and Faraday's
constant, respectively. The units chosen for) and j,,mustbe
the same. The factor, a, is often close to 0.5, as predicted
from Marcus' theory. Bockris and Khan2 have given an
extensive overview of all significant developments for
electrode surface studies since the 1950s, including anom-
alous variations of a.

Equation 1 and its extensions have helped design and
characterize numerous experiments on electrode reac-
tions. In spite of the success of these equations, there are
still questions which do not have a satisfactory theoretical
explanation.27 Both the Butler-Volmer equation and the
Marcus theory give a temperature and potential indepen-
dent ci, while this is not found experimentally. Only the
electric force is considered to be the driving force in Eq. 1
and its extensions.

In this work we propose to put several phenomena at the
electrode surface within the same framework, the frame-
work given by nonequilibrium thermodynamics of sur-
faces.8 Recently, we9 have used this theory to estimate sig-
nificant temperature jumps at electrode surfaces in the
presence of current densities of typically io to lIP A m2.
The analysis resulted in a new formulation of the overpo-
tential at a nonisothermal surface. We now want to extend
the application and discussion of the nonequilibrium ther-
modynamics theory for surfaces,8 and see how we can
understand the relation between the electric current den-
sity and the overpotential in a more complete context than
before. In particular we want to study how electrochemi-
cal reactions can be included in the expression for the
overpotential. We answer the following questions: how can
we give a general expression for the electrode overpoten-
tial for transport perpendicular to the surface from this
theory, in the presence of chemical reactions, polarization,
concentration gradients of reactants and products, tem-
perature drops, and nonzero electric current? How can the
different parts of the overpotential be obtained from
experiments? How can we understand experimental re-
sults in terms of new equations? How do we in particular
explain observations which are not satisfactorily ex-
plained by the Tafel equation or its extensions? Which per-
spective do the new equations put on the Tafel equation?
Which new predictions can be made? What are the practi-
cal consequences of the new theoretical equations?

As premises for the derivations, we assume local ther-
modynamic equilibrium at the surface and charge neutral-
ity, divj = 0. The first assumption allows us to use ther-
modynamic functions. The second assumption allows for
polarization, but no net accumulation of charge in the sur-
face. The surface therefore includes the excess charge of
the metal electrode as well as that of the double layer of
the electrolyte. We choose variables which can be varied
independently of each other to describe the system. This
implies, e.g., that we are able to distinguish between fast
and slow electrode processes. Slow processes are process-
es which occur on a time scale of seconds/minutes, As a
first case, we have chosen the relatively slow discharge of
H to H, to illustrate the theory.

The electrode surface is treated as a two-dimensional
open thermodynamic system characterized by excess vari-
ables and surface singularities.89 The sequence of open
systems to be studied is thus

electrolyte I surface I electrode

The formulation of the nonequilibrium thermodynamic
theory for surfaces is analogous to theories for bulk mate-
rials°" In particular, we obtain fluxes at the electrode

surface which couple in a similar manner as in the bulk
electrolyte.

We start with the dissipation function of surfaces by
ru defining convenient sets of fluxes and conjugate forces for

transport of heat, mass, and electric charge normal to the
surface, The dissipation function for these scalar phenom-
ena and its link to the foundations given by Albano and
Bedeaux° is discussed here and in more detail in the
Appendix.

The dissipation function is then written for the hydro-
gen evolution reaction. Equations for coupled transports
at the electrode surface, containing the overpotential and
the electric current, are given for a polarizable, non-
isothermal hydrogen gas electrode. For constant polariza-
tion and temperature, the problem can be reduced to a set
of three coupled equations.

These three equations give the new basis for the deriva-
tion of the electrode overpotential for the hydrogen evolu-
tion reaction at an isothermal electrode with constant
polarization. The meaning of the phenomenological coeffi-
cients of the equations is an important topic. The overpo-
tential next is given for various conditions, and we see that
the equation which we obtain from nonequilibrium ther-
modynamics for surfaces has the same mathematical form
as the Tafel equation. The application of the equation to
experimental results is therefore similar to common prac-
tice. However, the interpretations of the plots are different.
In the Discussion we particularly relate the common under-
standing of the reaction overpotential to our formulation.

Fluxes and Forces for the Electrode Surface
The central property of nonequilibrium thermodynam-

ics is the entropy production rate per volume, a. The dissi-
pation of energy as heat is given by Ta where T is the tem-
perature. The product Ta defines the fluxes and forces of
the system. For the bulk electrolyte and the bulk elec-
trodes in an electrochemical cell we have the dissipation
function'°'1

Ta = T'VT + j . E

dP QL
+ (E—E,8) . -;i- k I1kT [2]

k1

The first term on the right is the contribution from the
measurable heat flux, 4 to the dissipation. The term next
contains the ohmic dissipation in the electric field E. The
third term to the right is due to changes in the polarization
distribution, where P is the polarization density per unit
volume and E,q is the electric field in a reversible trans-
formation. This term is negligible in the bulk.'° The last
term contains heat dissipated by mass transport. There are
n independent components in the bulk electrolyte. J8 is the
flux of component k and ikT the chemical potential of
component k at constant temperature. As independent
components we take the neutral components according to
the phase rule. This means that the chemical potentials
do not contain any contribution from the electric field. We
also assume no net bulk velocities.

The nonequilibrium thermodynamic theory of surfaces
according to Albano and Bedeaux8"2'4 copes with the
problem of thin surfaces by introducing so-called excess
variables for the two-dimensional control volume. We
show in the Appendix that the excess entropy production
rate per unit area of the surface, a' times the surface tem-
peratures T', of a simple electrode surface has the follow-
ing relevant scalar terms8'9 (see Eq. A-5)

T'a' = [J,0(T'
— n] + , [a'8,u"; —

[3]
dt e

We have allowed for charge redistributions which occur on
the millisecond time scale by including the last term of
Eq. 3. The ,' appears in the derivation8 of Eq. 3 as a sin-
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gularity in the normal component of the excess electric
field due to the excess of this component, cf. Fig. 1. It may
be identified with the electric potential difference across
the surface (the potential on the metal side minus the
potential on the electrolyte side). This potential difference
we identify with the overpotential of the electrode surface.

The premises for derivation of Eq. 3 are no excess sur-
face charge, independent mass variables, elimination of
mass velocities, and neglect of magnetic fields. All fluxes
of Eq. 3 are in a direction normal to the surface. Fluxes are
thus given a subscript n. The normal points into the metal.
The variables of the surface are indicated by superscript s.
The subscript — denotes the difference between the elec-
trode property and the electrolyte property. Such a minus
therefore means that we have two fluxes of the kind given
by the parenthesis, one from the surface into the electrode
and one from the electrolyte into the surface. The symbol

denotes the average of the normal components of the
displacement fields in the adjacent bulk materials, and

is the value of this average in a reversible transfor-
mation. For a more detailed discussion of the introduction
of surface fluxes and the form of the resulting balance
equations for the surface, we refer to Albano et al.°"2'4

Equation 3 gives the electric current density, j, times the
overpotential as one of 2m + 4 flux-force pairs at the sur-
face. Our aim is to explain the overpotential within this
context. We first replace the entropy flux by the measur-
able heat flux, J, through the identities

= jqn — k1knJ = +

and

(hk— Pk)k

= +

= 1q,n —

SkJkfl [4]

The total heat flux is denoted qn where hk is the partial
molar enthalpy and Sk is the partial- molar entropy. By
introducing Eq. 4 and 5 into Eq. 3, we have

TScrs (T — + —

dPS 1
+sk(T _T)]+p1+-B-_ [6]

We use the following abbreviation for the chemical force

F.tk,T — 11k,T
—

11k + sk(T — T) [7]

Because there are no net bulk velocities, there is no pres-
sure difference across the surface to affect the chemical
potential difference in the direction normal to the surface.
Consistent with the form of Gibbs-Duhem's equation A-6
we then have

1
Pk,T — Pk,T

— Pk + vkPflk—(D+fl — D+neq) [8]

where 4 is the concentration dependent part of the chem-
ical potential, Vk the partial molar volume of k in the bulk
electrolyte, and k the partial molar polarization of k at
the surface. We have defined the partial molar polariza-
tion in analogy with other partial molar quantities

nk = I
T2y4C

[9]

where n means excess moles of component k at the sur-
face. The normal component of the surface polarization,:, is the (average) electric dipole moment of the surface.
Since we are dealing with neutral components and a sur-
face without excess charge, the derivative in Eq. 9 is
always operationally well defined. In a one-component
system is the surface polarization per mole.

The excess entropy production rate is then given by

TSCS = [jin (T — +
{JIC,flU.LT

—
LkT)J

dPs 1
+ au + —a-- —(D+

—
D+neq)

This equation is analogous to Eq. 2.

[10]

The Hydrogen Evolution Reaction at a Metal Elecfrode
[5] A classical experiment described by the Tafel equation

is the hydrogen evolution reaction. The half-cell can be
written

HC1 (aq) I112(g) I Me

the electrode being a cathode. Experiments have been per-
formed with various metals, Me, for different concentra-
tions of HC1, in different solvents, and for a wide range of
temperatures, see, e.g., Conway.3 It is therefore an example
which is suited for illustration of a new theory. The com-
ponents, of the surface are HC1, 112, and solvent (in this
case). The advantage of choosing the neutral components,
as we see later, is that a clear separation between net
charge-transfer (migration) and diffusion can be obtained.
The transport coefficients are thus more accessible to
experimental determination. A diffusing cation is accom-
panied by a diffusing anion to maintain electroneutrality,
cf. Eq. 31 below. Charge-transfer is accomplished by oppo-
site movement of the ions in the bulk, combined with the
electrode reaction (cf. Eq. 37, 38 below).

The flux of water from the electrolyte to the surface can
be taken as the frame of reference for the other fluxes,

= 0. (There is no flux of water into the electrode.)
Following Eq. 10

T5a5 = —J 2_(Tm — T) — J,/_!(TS — T)

—JHCI,nULHCI,T — HCLT)

HC1fl(FHC1,T — HC1,T)
— — H2,T)

dP9 1
—

H2,T) + p + .---(D÷ — D+neq) [11]

The flux J is the heat flux from the surface into the
metal, while J is the heat flux from the electrolyte into

Fig. I. The overpotential as a surface singularit or the excess of
the normal component of the electric field to the surface. The normal
component of the electric field in the electrolyte (e) is E, while the
corresponding quantity for the electrode (m) is E".
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the surface (the potential on the metal side minus the
potential on the electrolyte side). This potential difference
we identify with the overpotential of the electrode surface.
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Equation 3 gives the electric current density, j, times the
overpotential as one of 2m + 4 flux-force pairs at the sur-
face. Our aim is to explain the overpotential within this
context. We first replace the entropy flux by the measur-
able heat flux, J4,,, through the identities

Js,n[1q,n_ k1knJ=[jqn

and

(hk —

= +

= —

SkJkfl [4]

The total heat flux is denoted Jq,n, where hk is the partial
molar enthalpy and 5k is the partiaL molar entropy. By
introducing Eq. 4 and 5 into Eq. 3, we have

T'cr' = 2- (TS —

21]
+ [k,[6 —

dP' 1
+sk(T —T)]+j1+-----— [6]
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Because there are no net bulk velocities, there is no pres-
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—

k,T)J

dPs 1
+ in + —- —(D —

D+neq)

This equation is analogous to Eq. 2.
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The Hydrogen Evolution Reaction at a Metal Elecfrode
[5] A classical experiment described by the Tafel equation

is the hydrogen evolution reaction. The half-cell can be
written

HC1 (aq) 1H2(g)I Me

the electrode being a cathode. Experiments have been per-
formed with various metals, Me, for different concentra-
tions of HC1, in different solvents, and for a wide range of
temperatures, see, e.g., Conway.3 It is therefore an example
which is suited for illustration of a new theory. The com-
ponents, of the surface are HC1, H2, and solvent (in this
case). The advantage of choosing the neutral components,
as we see later, is that a clear separation between net
charge-transfer (migration) and diffusion can be obtained.
The transport coefficients are thus more accessible to
experimental determination. A diffusing cation is accom-
panied by a diffusing anion to maintain electroneutrality,
cf. Eq. 31 below. Charge-transfer is accomplished by oppo-
site movement of the ions in the bulk, combined with the
electrode reaction (cf. Eq. 37, 38 below).

The flux of water from the electrolyte to the surface can
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= 0. (There is no flux of water into the electrode.)
Following Eq. 10

= J .;(T= — T') — — T')

—JHI,n(qjQ1, — HCI,T)

HC1,fl(IHCl,T — HC1,T)
—

Jff2UL2T
—

dP' 1
— P.a2,T) + p + --—(D÷ — [11]
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the surface. When the reaction vessel is closed, the gas
escapes into the solution. The escape is given by J1. When
hydrogen gas reacts with the metal to form hydrides, J
0. We assume that the electrode is inert in this respect, so
that J = 0. The solute HC1 does not enter the electrode,
so = 0, while the transport of HC1 up to the surface is
given by J. By introducing these conditions we may
reduce Eq. 11 to

= _J1(Tm_ T)—J' -2-(T— T)

= —
IJ.HC1,T)

— — PH2T)

+ L31 + L4(D — D+neq) [19]

= — L41(p.1 —
PHC1,T)

— — PH2,T)

+ L4 + L4(D — D+neq) [20]

j = — L41(p.. — PHCIT) —
L42(p.2T

—
PH2,T)

Jr8ica,n (111c1,T — P.HCI,T)
— '2 (I612,T — PH2,T)

dPs 1+j1+—--—(D —D ) [12]dt €, •,neq

The full set of coupled flux equations from the dissipation
function given by Eq. 12 is

= — —
IsICLT)

— — P.H2T)

+ + L4(D — D+neq) —L5 — L6
Ts

;eTe [13]

= —Li(p.1. — — L2(p.2 —
PH2,T)

+ L31 + L44(D — D+neq)
—L, Tm— r

— L,
r r [14]

= — 141(c — PHC1,T) — — PH2,T)

+ + L4(D —
D+neq) —L5 — L6

Ts
;eTe [15]

1 dP5 s e= — P.HCI,T) — — PH2,T)

+ + L(D — D+neq) — L4 — L6
T5T

[16]

= — L41Qs1.. —
PHCI,T)

—
L42(P.2T — P.H2T)

+ 143fl + L44(D —
D+neq)

— 46
Ts

;eTe [17]

,je/ — ( S e \ ( S
qu

—
61\PHC1,T PHC1,T/ 62ULH2,T PH2,T

+ + i44(D —
D+neq) —L5 — L4

Ts
[18]

The general expression for the overpotential for the hydro-
gen evolution reaction for a polarizable, nonisothermal,
but inert electrode, immersed into an HC1 solution is
obtained from Eq. 15. The flux equations (13, 14 and 16 to
18) are other boundary conditions to be fulfilled simulta-
neously for the electrode surface. The phenomenological
coefficients 14 of this matrix are known to a very small
extent.9 Validity of Onsager reciprocal relations reduces
the number of unknown coefficients from 36 to 21. In our
previous paper9 we discussed the coefficients which relate
the overpotential to the thermal forces. Here we concen-
trate on other coefficients.

The Overpotential of the Polarizable
Isothermal Electrode

Most experiments in the literature are reported for con-
stant temperature. We use this condition from now on.
When the surface temperature is equal to the temperatures
adjacent to the surface, r = P = r, the two last terms on
the right of Eq. 13 to 18 disappear, and we are left with
four independent fluxes. The fluxes are coupled to each
other according to

+ 143fl + L44(D÷ —
D+neq) [21]

ldP5 = — — P.Hc1,T) — —

+ + L4(D÷ —
D+neq) [22]

The overpotential of the isothermal polarizable electrode
which produces hydrogen is obtained from Eq. 21. The
heat fluxes, Eq. 17, 18, may be nonzero even when the tem-
peratures are equal because of entropy carried along with
the current.

Some experiments are conducted on a millisecond time
scale. We eliminate the displacement field difference in
Eq. 19-22, and obtain equations which are suited to
describe such experiments

— — IFiC1,T) — — IH2,T)

dP
+ 14j31 + [23]

J. = - - HC1,T) - 142(A,t H2,T)

+ + s2——- [24]

= - - Pc1,T) - - H2,T)

+ + s— [25]

The coefficients of Eq. 23-25 and Eq. 19-22 are related by

-. JJSJJS
— [26]

The tilde symbol denotes that the phenomenological coef-
ficient applies to a polarized surface. The coefficients s1are
production factors for the various fluxes caused by charge
redistribution for cIT = 0, dTj = 0, and dpL = 0.

Jii dP8
with J, = '41C1, '412, j [27]

dT=Od,10,dpi0

Charge redistributions usually take place within millisec-
onds. This means that dPJdt = 0 is valid in many experi-
ments. We introduce dPJdt = 0 in Eq. 23-25, rearrange the
equations, and obtain a description of transport into a sur-
face of constant polarization. The fluxes of the coupled
transport processes now separate between diffusion of
neutral species and migration of their constituent ions

= - HC1,T) - (A,T IH2f) + tj [28]

Jr!2 = —
PHCI,T)

—
4z2(P.H2r

—
PH2,T) + t2j [29]

.11 = —
PHCLT) + — PH2,T) + 5j [30]

Coefficients with the tilde symbol now take into account
the effects of the current-induced charge redistribution on
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the surface. When the reaction vessel is closed, the gas
escapes into the solution. The escape is given by J5. When
hydrogen gas reacts with the metal to form hydrides, J
0. We assume that the electrode is inert in this respect, so
that .J = 0. The solute HC1 does not enter the electrode,
so = 0, while the transport of HC1 up to the surface is
given by J. By introducing these conditions we may
reduce Eq. 11 to

T'u' = _J(Tm_ T')—J' -(Ta— T0)

— HCI,T) — —

+ + 4!- -L (1) —
D,neq) [12]cit e

The full set of coupled flux equations from the dissipation
function given by Eq. 12 is

= — 14j(4cl7 —
Ltucl,T)

— — IH2T)

+ + —
Doneq) _14s — & T'T0 [13]

= — I4i(p41 — — 142(p.745T —
P.H2,T)

+ 14i ÷L4(D00 — D+neq)14i
T"—T'

— 144
T'—T0 [14]

j = —144 — P.Hc1,T)
— 4iQ42T —

IH5,T)

+ + 144(D÷ — D+neq) —L —
146

T'—T0 [15]

1 cAP' 0—j—-- = — P.nci,i)
—

1242(P'145T
—

}H2,T)

+ L ÷ —
Doneq)

—
Tm—T'

— 145
T'T' [16]

= —L(x —
lHCI,T) — I42(P42T

—
H2,T)

+ 14 + 144(D,0 — D+neq) —14
T"T'

— 146
T'

[17]
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—
625P.H2,T

—
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+ 143ii + 144(D00 — D+004) —14
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14,
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The general expression for the overpotential for the hydro-
gen evolution reaction for a polarizable, nonisothermal,
but inert electrode, immersed into an HC1 solution is
obtained from Eq. 15. The flux equations (13, 14 and 16 to
18) are other boundary conditions to be fulfilled simulta-
neously for the electrode surface. The phenomenological
coefficients L,' of this matrix are known to a very small
extent.9 Validity of Onsager reciprocal relations reduces
the number of unknown coefficients from 36 to 21. In our
previous paper9 we discussed the coefficients which relate
the overpotential to the thermal forces. Here we concen-
trate on other coefficients.

The Overpotential of the Polarizable
Isothermal Electrode

Most experiments in the literature are reported for con-
stant temperature. We use this condition from now on.
When the surface temperature is equal to the temperatures
adjacent to the surface, r = T' = T', the two last terms on
the right of Eq. 13 to 18 disappear, and we are left with
four independent fluxes. The fluxes are coupled to each
other according to

+ 14i + 144(D÷0 — D+neq) [21]

ldPS = — 1241(JHclT
—

FLHCST)
—

1242Q.LHST
—

P.H2,T)

+ L'451 + 144(D÷, — D,209) [22]

The overpotential of the isothermal polarizable electrode
which produces hydrogen is obtained from Eq. 21. The
heat fluxes, Eq. 17, 18, may be nonzero even when the tem-
peratures are equal because of entropy carried along with
the current.

Some experiments are conducted on a millisecond time
scale. We eliminate the displacement field difference in
Eq. 19-22, and obtain equations which are suited to
describe such experiments

— Ls(cl,T — — — H2,T)

dP'+ + s1-—— [23]

= -i41(v4, - P-HCl,T) -14(4 -

= — L(p. — P.HC1,T) —
42(P.45T

—
PH5T)

÷ 14i + 144(D, — D,009) [19]

= — — PHC1,T) —
145Q42T

—
PH2,T)

+ 145rj + 144(D,, — D+neq) [20]

j = — L(i4 —
P.HCLT)

—
142(p45T

—
P.H2,T)

+ L5.q + [24]

j = - - Rs4c1,T) - 142OXT
- 2,T)

+ + s5- [25]

The coefficients of Eq. 23-25 and Eq. 19-22 are related by

- 11411.
14 = 14 —

1244
[26]

The tilde symbol denotes that the phenomenological coef-
ficient applies to a polarized surface. The coefficients s are
production factors for the various fluxes caused by charge
redistribution for cAT = 0, &q = 0, and dp.L = 0.

Jii cAP' with J1 = HCl, jS2, j [27]

dT=O,d,p+dp.i0

Charge redistributions usually take place within millisec-
onds. This means that dPJdt = 0 is valid in many experi-
ments. We introduce dP,/dt = 0 in Eq. 23-25, rearrange the
equations, and obtain a description of transport into a sur-
face of constant polarization. The fluxes of the coupled
transport processes now separate between diffusion of
neutral species and migration of their constituent ions

= -1Ucl,T - 99C1,T)
-

14(I42,T H,T) + Th [28]

= —
121(I.LHCI.T

— HCI,T)
—

l2z(P.H2,T
—

J'H2T) + 2 [29]

1 = tj'(p4j.p — P.14C1,T) + t,.'(p4ST — + 'j [30]

Coefficients with the tilde symbol now take into account
the effects of the current-induced charge redistribution on
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Jc1 = — iI1C1,T) — — iI12,T)

: 1(_1+js )=!j [37]F F cr

electric current carried by W defines the transference
number of Ht The net change in the number of moles of
W at the surface per moles of elementary charges passing
the surface is therefore (—1 + t4÷). When the surface is
electroneutral this difference is equal to minus the trans-
ference number for Cl

mass and charge currents. According to our convention,
1 > 0 means that electric work must be supplied to the
surface to make the processes go. Equation 30 expresses
that electric work is involved first by putting HC1 at the
polarized surface in sufficient amounts, and next by pro-
ducing H2 in the presence of a possible back pressure of H2
from the solution. Some work is dissipated as joule heat,
due to the surface electric resistance. The expression is
valid for steady as well as transient states. Equation 28
has three contributions to the flux of HC1. The first
describes diffusion of HC1 to the surface; positive diffusion
when 141c1T < I1HCI,T, because the main coefficient is always
positive. The coupling coefficient, l, may be positive or
negative. A negative coupling coefficient means that H2
prevents access of HC1 to the surface. The last term
describes changes in HC1 at the surface due to charge con-
duction (migration and reaction, see below). The form of
Eq. 28-30 is analogous to that used by Forland et al." for
transport in the bulk electrolyte of electrochemical cells.
The remainder of this paper is a discussion of the meaning
of these equations.

The Phenomenological Coefficients of the Surface
The coupled diffusion of H2 and HC1 to and from the

polarized surface in the absence of electric current is
described by the fluxes

The relative magnitude of i+ and t- depends on the sur-
face polarization. If repulsion of C1 predominates over
attraction of W (which is likely when W discharge is a
rate-limiting process), is small. The transference coeffi-
cient for H2(g) has only contributions from the chemical
reaction, Eq. 36, since the component does not conduct
charge in the electrolyte

= [38]

We see that the rate of the chemical reaction at the elec-
trode can be introduced into the nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamic description of the surface through the transfer-
ence coefficients. This is because the chemical reaction
rate is always directly related to the electric current.
Equations 37 and 38 are true for any direction or magni-
tude of the electric current. Diffusion of HC1 and H2
depends on the subsequent changes in chemical potential

= —
1¾1C1,T)

— —
[31]

differences. Clear separation of charge-transfer and diffu-
sion is obtained through Eq. 27-31, 37, and 38, by choos—

Diffusion can be regarded as superimposed on conduction ing neutral components in the thermodynamic description.
(migration or mass transfer caused by j), compare Eq. 31 We can still interpret transport phenomena in terms of
to Eq. 28-30. The diffusion coefficients are related to the ionic motion.
coefficients of Eq. 23-25 by The mass flux has dimension moles produced at the sur-

face per square meter and second, and the electric current
density is given in C m2 s', which gives the units mole C'

[32] for the transference coefficients. Note that the transfer-
ence coefficient of a component is conceptually different
from the transference number of an ion. This was
explained for bulk transport by Forland et a!.'1

When the surface has a low degree of adsorption, we
may assume that diffusion of H2(g) away from the surface
does not interfere signifcantly with HC1 diffusion to the

[33] surface, i.e., there is no coupling between the fluxes

[39]

— . L5L5- — 3

The electric resistance of the polarized surface is defined
when there is chemical equilibrium between the surface
and the bulk

1r =

The resistance measurement may require a long period of
equilibration before an applied potential produces a
steady electric current. The transference coefficients for
H2 and HC1 describe the production of these components
at the polarized surface due to the electric current. The
tranference coefficients are defined as

13
1.43

23
1.43

As the definition shows, the value of the transference coef-
ficient can be obtained by determination of the change in
composition at the surface when a given amount of charge
is passing the surface, in the absence of (significant) diffu-
sion, and for constant polarization. There are two sources
for change in composition, the chemical reaction and the
ionic movements to or from the bulk electrolyte. The
chemical reaction is

Ht(aq) ÷e = H2(g) [36]

The rate of the chemical reaction (the consumption of W)
is determined by the electric current. Furthermore, hydro-
gen ions are supplied to the surface at a speed proportion-
al to the electric current density; and the fraction of the

Excess Chemical Potentials of the Surface
The Gibbs-Duhem's equation for the surface is

+ c1dj41 +

[34] + J [ CPJk]dD+neq = 0
[40]

The surface concentration of a component is defined as the
[35] excess moles of the component per unit of surface area in

units mol m2. The excess mole fraction of a component is
the excess density divided by the excess total density at
the surface.13

Water does not participate in the electrode reaction.
Independent of the electrode reaction 36, there must be
equilibrium between water at the surface and water in the
electrolyte

PII2O = [41]

For electrolyte solutions of given ionic strength, we have
= 0, giving dj40 = 0 in Eq. 40 or

c2dp!H +

+ (cDPHCj + C2OPH2O)X dD+,n,eq = 0 [42]
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= — — l(A,T —
PH2T)

J2 = — L21(p.111
—

PHC1,T)
—

l22(iJ.H2,T
—

H3,T)

t rri(_1+IS )1 [37]F H' F Cl-

electric current carried by H defines the transference
number of Ht The net change in the number of moles of
H at the surface per moles of elementary charges passing
the surface is therefore (—1 + t+). When the surface is
electroneutral this difference is equal to minus the trans-
ference number for Cl

mass and charge currents. According to our convention,
'r > 0 means that electric work must be supplied to the
surface to make the processes go. Equation 30 expresses
that electric work is involved first by putting HCI at the
polarized surface in sufficient amounts, and next by pro-
ducing H2 in the presence of a possible back pressure of H2
from the solution. Some work is dissipated as joule heat,
due to the surface electric resistance. The expression is
valid for steady as well as transient states. Equation 28
has three contributions to the flux of HC1. The first
describes diffusion of HC1 to the surface; positive diffusion
when ILncl,T < because the main coefficient is always
positive. The coupling coefficient, l, may be positive or
negative. A negative coupling coefficient means that H2
prevents access of HC1 to the surface. The last term
describes changes in HC1 at the surface due to charge con-
duction (migration and reaction, see below). The form of
Eq. 28-30 is analogous to that used by Førland et al.11 for
transport in the bulk electrolyte of electrochemical cells.
The remainder of this paper is a discussion of the meaning
of these equations.

The Phenomenological Coefficients of the Surface
The coupled diffusion of H2 and HC1 to and from the

polarized surface in the absence of electric current is
described by the fluxes

The relative magnitude of t and depends on the sur-
face polarization. If repulsion of Cl predominates over
attraction of H (which is likely when H discharge is a
rate-limiting process), is small. The transference coeffi-
cient for H2(g) has only contributions from the chemical
reaction, Eq. 36, since the component does not conduct
charge in the electrolyte

= [38]

We see that the rate of the chemical reaction at the elec-
trode can be introduced into the nonequilibrium thermo-
dynamic description of the surface through the transfer-
ence coefficients. This is because the chemical reaction
rate is always directly related to the electric current.
Equations 37 and 38 are true for any direction or magni-
tude of the electric current. Diffusion of HC1 and H2
depends on the subsequent changes in chemical potential
differences. Clear separation of charge-transfer and diffu-
sion is obtained through Eq. 27-31, 37, and 38, by choos-

Diffusion can be regarded as superimposed on conduction ing neutral components in the thermodynamic description.
(migration or mass transfer caused by j), compare Eq. 31 We can still interpret transport phenomena in terms of
to Eq. 28-30. The diffusion coefficients are related to the ionic motion.
coefficients of Eq. 23-25 by The mass flux has dimension moles produced at the sur-

face per square meter and second, and the electric current
density is given in C m2 s, which gives the units mole C3

______ for the transference coefficients. Note that the transfer-[32] ence coefficient of a component is conceptually different
from the transference number of an ion. This was
explained for bulk transport by F'erland et al.11

When the surface has a low degree of adsorption, we
may assume that diffusion of H2(g) away from the surface
does not interfere signifcantly with HC1 diffusion to the

[33] surface, i.e., there is no coupling between the fluxes

[39]

[31]

L1L515=L5 - — lj

The electric resistance of the polarized surface is defined
when there is chemical equilibrium between the surface
and the bulk

1r =
L3

The resistance measurement may require a long period of
equilibration before an applied potential produces a
steady electric current. The transference coefficients for Excess Chemical Potenhals of the Surface
H2 and HC1 describe the production of these components The Gibbs-Duhem's equation for the surface isat the polarized surface due to the electric current. The
tranference coefficients are defined as c2dp + + c20d20

=
[34] +

I [ cP:k]dD+eq
=

[40]

je ') The surface concentration of a component is defined as thet = —- = [35] excess moles of the component per unit of surface area in
143 units mol m2. The excess mole fraction of a component is

the excess density divided by the excess total density at
As the definition shows, the value of the transference coef- the surface.13
ficient can be obtained by determination of the change in Water does not participate in the electrode reaction.
composition at the surface when a given amount of charge Independent of the electrode reaction 36, there must be
is passing the surface, in the absence of (significant) diffu- equilibrium between water at the surface and water in the
sion, and for constant polarization. There are two sources electrolyte
for change in composition, the chemical reaction and the
ionic movements to or from the bulk electrolyte. The 1420 = lH2o [41]chemical reaction is

For electrolyte solutions of given ionic strength, we have
W(aq) + e = -- H2(g) [36] d431 = 0, giving d1410 = 0 in Eq. 40 or

2
c2d14 + c1d141The rate of the chemical reaction (the consumption of H)

is determined by the electric current. Furthermore, hydro-
1gen ions are supplied to the surface at a speed proportion- + (cclP,'Hcl + c20P,20) —

dD+neq = 0 [42]
alto the electric current density; and the fraction of the
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Probably most of the polarization is due to HC1 and 11O.
We have therefore omitted the partial excess surface
polarization of 112 in Eq. 42. This equation explains how
the polarization of the surface affects the chemical poten-
tials. A high concentration of 11 on the electrolyte side
and excess electrons in the metal side of the surface is con-
sistent with a high surface polarization. This is typical for
a cathode. Chloride ions are repelled from this surface,
making likely that the transference number of this ion in
Eq. 37 is large.

Equation 8 does not have contributions from the excess
surface polarization unless there is a net displacement
field difference. This means that the chemical potential dif-
ferences which occur in the flux equations can be written

PHC1,T PHcI.T = + RTin(a1/a1) [43]

—
11H2T

= + RT in (a2 /a2) [44]
where Ap. and Ap are standard chemical potential dif-
ferences for adsorption of HC1 and 112, respectively, at a
given T. By writing Eq. 43, 44 we consider the surface and
electrolyte as separate open phases (as was pointed out in
the Introduction). The partition of components between
the surface and the electrolyte is then given by the stan-
dard chemical potential differences or the equilibrium
constants K1, K2

= —RTinK1

= —RTinK2

The equilibrium constants are charcteristics of the surface
(i.e., the metal in question), and may change by changing
the aggregate state of the surface. The application of Eq. 45
and 46 refers to a situation where no net transport occurs
(phase equilibrium). Equations 28-30 express transport,
when there is local, not global, equilibrium. Local equilib-
rium exists separately at the surface and in the bulk elec-
trolyte adjacent to the surface. We have for the moment
chosen the electrolyte solution of the experiment as the
standard, or rather reference solution for determination of
the deviations for the activities from those of the phase
equilibrium (Eq. 45, 46). Other reference states, more com-
mon in electrolyte theory, may be chosen.

The activities of 112 and HC1 at the surface can be writ-
ten in ways which are common for bulk components. For
HC1 we have

= c÷cy
with y2 being the mean activity coefficient of the elec-
trolyte at the surface. The electroneutrality condition for
the surface means that the excess number of negative and
positive particles are the same. The negative charges are
the chloride ions and the electrons.

The activity of 112 can be related to its surface concentration

a2 =c2y2
The activity of 11 in the bulk solution can be related to the
gas pressure above the solution.

Overpotentiol of the Common Hydrogen
Evolution Reaction

We introduce the transference coefficients into Eq. 30
and obtain

11 = — r(1'c' — PHC1,T) + 42T —
IH2,T) + Fj [49]

This equation gives the relation between the overpotential
for the hydrogen evolution reaction, or the surface poten-
tial jump at the cathode, and the chemical potential dif-
ference across the surface of an isothermal polarizable
electrode with div j = 0 in the absence of charge redistri—

[45]

[46]

bution effects. (Subscripts T in the chemical potentials are
omitted from this point on.)

The expression for the overpotential is similar to that of
a concentration cell, still it includes electrochemical reac-
tion 36. The similarity in the formal representation of the
two processes was obtained through the definition of the
transference coefficients (37 and 38). The value of q = 0,
means global equilibrium between the surface and the
electrolyte and a negligible drop in ohmic potential. When
diffusion to the surface is faster than charge-transfer at
the surface for small j, equilibrium for HC1 and 112
between the bulk and the surface may be maintained, also
equilibrium is maintained during the electrode reaction.
For sizable current densities, such equilibria are not main-
tained, and also the first two terms contribute to the over-
potential. Though, the reaction is not in chemical equilib-
rium, local thermodynamic equilibrium is still
maintained. If the electrochemical reaction were in equi-
librium, the number of independent chemical forces could
have been reduced by one. By maintaining both HC1 and
112 as variables, we obtain the surface potential jump as
the driving force of the electrochemical reaction. The elec-
tric current density represents the chemical reaction rate.

The expression of Eq. 49 is similar, but not equal in form
to that of a concentration cell potential for the bulk. While
the normal concentration cell potential is a result of cou-
pling between vectorial transport processes following
from the dissipation function Eq. 2, the surface potential
jump is a result of coupling between scalar transport
processes (the normal components of the fluxes at the sur-
face). The description of a chemical reaction through the
fluxes of Eq. 28-30, therefore does not violate the Curie
principle.

The surface potential jump, the normal component of
the excess electric field of the surface, is a part of the total
cell potential. In future works we shall see how we may
combine the separate contributions to the total cell
potential.

In our previous work on electrode surfaces9 we found
that the excess electric resistance of a nonpolarized sur-
face gave a contribution to the overpotential 1 mV or
smaller. This may not be true for the polarized surface. We
still proceed with a discussion of the remaining terms in
Eq. 49. If F7 is not small, it may simply be added.

Rate-limiting step: H discharge—From a thermody-
namic viewpoint, from Eq. 49 we have two limit cases for
the overpotential. When the surface and the electrolyte are
both saturated with 112(g), we have equilibrium not only

47]
for water, but also for H2 between the electrolyte and the
surface. This condition gives from Eq. 43, 45, and 49

I1nK-in.1-l [50]cr F I
HCI

Equation 50 implies that the hydrogen evolution is rate
limited by the W discharge at the surface (lack of equilib-
rium for HC1 between the surface and the bulk elec-

[48]
trolyte). The paranthesis of Eq. 50 contains the deviation
from equilibrium.

Rate-limiting step: H2 desorption.—The second limit
case for the overpotential is that HC1 is equilibrated
between the surface and the bulk, and that the release of
H2 is slow.2 The chemical potential of H2(g) in solution is
equal to the chemical potential above the solution. For
ideal gases we have

I}j2 = = + RT ln PH2

where PH is the hydrogen pressure above the solution and
p0 is the standard pressure (1 bar). This gives from Eq. 44,
48, and 49

RT _____— lnK2—ln 2
[51]2F PH2 IP0)
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Probably most of the polarization is due to HC1 and H20.
We have therefore omitted the partial excess surface
polarization of H2 in Eq. 42. This equation explains how
the polarization of the surface affects the chemical poten-
tials. A high concentration of W on the electrolyte side
and excess electrons in the metal side of the surface is con-
sistent with a high surface polarization. This is typical for
a cathode. Chloride ions are repelled from this surface,
making likely that the transference number of this ion in
Eq. 37 is large.

Equation 8 does not have contributions from the excess
surface polarization unless there is a net displacement
field difference. This means that the chemical potential dif-
ferences which occur in the flux equations can be written

PHCI,T P.HcI.T = Ap.7j°1 + RT in (a0/a1) [43]

—
PH2,T

= + RT ln (a2 /a2)

where Ap.11 and As are standard chemical potential dif-
ferences for adsorption of HC1 and H2, respectively, at a
given T. By writing Eq. 43, 44 we consider the surface and
electrolyte as separate open phases (as was pointed out in
the Introduction). The partition of components between
the surface and the electrolyte is then given by the stan-
dard chemical potential differences or the equilibrium
constants 1(1, K2

= — RT inK1

= —RT1nK2

The equilibrium constants are charcteristics of the surface
(i.e., the metal in question), and may change by changing
the aggregate state of the surface. The application of Eq. 45
and 46 refers to a situation where no net transport occurs
(phase equilibrium). Equations 28-30 express transport,
when there is local, not global, equilibrium. Local equilib-
rium exists separately at the surface and in the bulk elec-
trolyte adjacent to the surface. We have for the moment
chosen the electrolyte solution of the experiment as the
standard, or rather reference solution for determination of
the deviations for the activities from those of the phase
equilibrium (Eq. 45, 46). Other reference states, more com-
mon in electrolyte theory, may be chosen.

The activities of H2 and HC1 at the surface can be writ-
ten in ways which are common for bulk components. For
HC1 we have

= c÷cy
with y being the mean activity coefficient of the elec-
trolyte at the surface. The electroneutrality condition for
the surface means that the excess number of negative and
positive particles are the same. The negative charges are
the chloride ions and the electrons.

The activity of H2 can be related to its surface concentration

O2 =c2y2
The activity of H2 in the bulk solution can be related to the
gas pressure above the solution.

Overpotential of the Common Hydrogen
Evolution Reaction

We introduce the transference coefficients into Eq. 30
and obtain

1- 1 e $
.9 = — —tQi. — l4clT) + — (l.H2T

—
P.H2T) + r j [49]

This equation gives the relation between the overpotential
for the hydrogen evolution reaction, or the surface poten-
tial jump at the cathode, and the chemical potential dif-
ference across the surface of an isothermal polarizable
electrode with div j = 0 in the absence of charge redistri-

bution effects. (Subscripts T in the chemical potentials are
omitted from this point on.)

The expression for the overpotential is similar to that of
a concentration cell, still it includes electrochemical reac-
tion 36. The similarity in the formal representation of the
two processes was obtained through the definition of the
transference coefficients (37 and 38). The value of q = 0,
means global equilibrium between the surface and the
electrolyte and a negligible drop in ohmic potential. When
diffusion to the surface is faster than charge-transfer at
the surface for small j, equilibrium for HC1 and H2
between the bulk and the surface may be maintained, also
equilibrium is maintained during the electrode reaction.
For sizable current densities, such equilibria are not main-
tained, and also the first two terms contribute to the over-
potential. Though, the reaction is not in chemical equilib-
rium, local thermodynamic equilibrium is stili
maintained. If the electrochemical reaction were in equi-

[44] librium, the number of independent chemical forces could
have been reduced by one. By maintaining both HC1 and
H2 as variables, we obtain the surface potential jump as
the driving force of the electrochemical reaction. The elec-
tric current density represents the chemical reaction rate.

The expression of Eq. 49 is similar, but not equal in form
to that of a concentration cell potential for the bulk. While
the normal concentration cell potential is a result of cou-
pling between vectorial transport processes following
from the dissipation function Eq. 2, the surface potential

[45] jump is a result of coupling between scalar transport
processes (the normal components of the fluxes at the sur-

[46] face). The description of a chemical reaction through the
fluxes of Eq. 28-30, therefore does not violate the Curie
principle.

The surface potential jump, the normal component of
the excess electric field of the surface, is a part of the total
cell potential. In future works we shali see how we may
combine the separate contributions to the total cell
potential.

In our previous work on electrode surfaces9 we found
that the excess electric resistance of a nonpolarized sur-
face gave a contribution to the overpotential —1 mV or
smaller. This may not be true for the polarized surface. We
still proceed with a discussion of the remaining terms in
Eq. 49. If F7 is not small, it may simply be added.

Rate-limiting step: H discharge—From a thermody-
namic viewpoint, from Eq. 49 we have two limit cases for
the overpotential. When the surface and the electrolyte are
both saturated with H2(g), we have equilibrium not only

47]
for water, but also for H2 between the electrolyte and the
surface. This condition gives from Eq. 43, 45, and 49

1t' IlnK-ln-.1- [50]cr Fl I
HCI

Equation 50 implies that the hydrogen evolution is rate
limited by the W discharge at the surface (lack of equilib-
rium for HC1 between the surface and the bulk elec-

[48]
trolyte). The paranthesis of Eq. 50 contains the deviation
from equilibrium.

Rate-limiting step: H2 desorption.—The second limit
case for the overpotential is that HC1 is equilibrated
between the surface and the bulk, and that the release of
H2 is slow2 The chemical potential of H2(g) in solution is
equal to the chemical potential above the solution. For
ideal gases we have

= H2 = + RT in filL

where PH is the hydrogen pressure above the solution and
p° is the standard pressure (1 bar). This gives from Eq. 44,
48, and 49

RT a— lnK2—ln 2
[51]2F PH2 /P0)
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where the gas phase is used to define the standard chemi-
cal potential in Eq. 44. The variation in the overpotential
with the bulk pressure of the hydrogen gas is accordingly

RT

L\ dfln PH2/PO)) 2F

when the surface activity of 112 is constant and the surface
is saturated with HC1. There is experimental support for
the value of the derivative of Eq. 52.2

The steady-state overpotential.—Generally, we do not
know the rate-limiting step of a reaction. A reduction of
Eq. 28-30 by application of the steady-state condition is
then useful. When the system is operated at constant cur-
rent density, the mass fluxes of the system are constant or
zero in the steady state. The bulk flux of hydrogen pro-
duces dissolved gas in the electrolyte after diffusion, so
that

3!; =

where J2 is given by Eq. 29. The flux of HC1 up to the sur-
face is cancelled by j/P so that also

= 0

where J11 is given by Eq. 28. By application of Eq. 29 and
53, we find the balance equation for the chemical forces

PH2 — = — =—Ui.0 — P.Hci) +
122 22

Since the rate of hydrogen evolution is most often limited
by H discharge,7 we choose to keep the chemical potential
difference of HC1 as the primary force. Equations 55, 43,
and 45 are introduced into Eq. 49 to give

- 1 12 Iln K1 - in
2

plus a term linear inj. The result differs from Eq. 50 by one
parenthesis, but has the same functional form. The equa-
tions are identical to each other when Eq. 38 applies.
Equation 56 allows for a role for 112 in the rate-limiting step
through the parenthesis.

By using Eq. 54 and 29, we also find that

e _____
PHC1

—
PHCI — -

d

js /Sd'll
The steady-state interdiffusion coefficient of 112(g) and
HC1, Eq. 58, is positive definite. Equation 57 then means
that the chemical potential of HC1 at the cathode surface
is higher than in the bulk, giving ii c 0 at the cathode, in
agreement with conventions (cf. Eq. 1). The negative over-
potential means that HC1 is in a high energy state at the
surface and can perform work.

Equation 57 establishes that, for each current density,
there is a specific concentration of HC1 building up at the
surface. Because time is needed to obtain the condition of
Eq. 57, we understand that stable readings of ii cannot be
obtained, i.e., with a fresh electrode surface. By combining
Eq. 56 and 57 the overpotential becomes

is l11 2
F 2)

The chemicai potential differences for 112 and HC1 in
Eq. 49 were eliminated through the steady-state con-
ditions of Eq. 55 and 57. Equation 59 expresses that the

[52]

electrode overpotential appears to be independent of other
forces acting at the surface. The true dependence has been
masked by the steady-state condition. This may explain
why the coupling of different processes has not been dis-
covered before. The equation is not useful for predicting
variations of the overpotential, since almost nothing is
known about the surface coefficients. Equations 49, 51,
and 56 therefore are more relevant at present for interpre-
tation of experiments.

The Tafel equation.—The flux of 11C1 to the surface is
proportional to j according to Eq. 28. The strong elec-
trolyte accumulates until a balance is obtained between
charge-transfer to the surface, reaction, and diffusion out
of the surface (Eq. 57). The time needed to achieve steady-
state surface concentrations, c÷, c-, must be characteris-
tic for the given j. It is not unreasonable, for a certain
range of current densities, that there is a proportionality
between the surface concentrations c+, cs-, and j. It fol-

531 lows that the thermodynamic states of the surface are
functions of j (or ii). By a similar argument we may expect
that there is also a proportionality between c2 and j. The
overpotential of Eq. 50, 51, or 56 can be plotted as a func-

1541
tion of ln j when such proportionalities apply. This is the
normal Tafel plot.

Methods for Data Analysis
The way of analyzing experimental data with the new

[55] theory is to some extent the same as in the Tafel plot pro-
cedure. However, the meaning of the slope and the inter-
cepts are shifted. By extrapolating the plots of ii vs. in j on
a proper scale, we can obtain first the intercept when W
discharge is rate limiting from Eq. 50

hm = §2' i ln K1 [60]
[56] F

When 112 desorption is rate limiting we have from Eq. 51

lim = — ln K2 [61]

The general situation is given from Eq. 56

hm Thnro = L t I in K1 [62]

The intercept 61 can be used for determination of K2. The
product of ln K1 and t can be found from Eq. 60, and the
product of ln K1, t, and the parenthesis with the cou-
pling coefficients from Eq. 62. It is also possible to find K1
and K2 from experiments on adsorption and desorption as
the definitions of these constants do not depend on the
electrochemical cell. A negative overpotential gives a
small value for K1 from Eq. 60. When t- and K1 are
known, we can find the activity of HC1 at the surface dur-
ing operation of the electrode from Eq. 50. From knowl-
edge of the limit case, (Eq. 50, 60), the state having signif-
icant coupling terms (Eq. 56, 62) can be determined. The
interdiffusion coefficient of Eq. 57 can be determined from
Eq. 59 when the transference number is known and the
diffusional coupling is small. In this manner we can obtain
thermodynamic data for the components at the surface, as
well as some of the transport coefficients of the surface.

The Tafel slopes of the plots follow from the above. We
have from Eq. 56

dii_1 !I2I [63]
[59]

dlnj CFL
2 F

when the stationary state concentrations c÷ and c1- are
proportional to j. (In our convention j is positive at the
cathode, which means that we have omitted the II sign of
Eq. 1). The value of a is

and

[57]

[58]
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where the gas phase is used to define the standard chemi-
cal potential in Eq. 44. The variation in the overpotential
with the bulk pressure of the hydrogen gas is accordingly

dq RT

L\dUPH2/Po)) 2F

when the surface activity of H2 is constant and the surface
is saturated with HC1. There is experimental support for
the value of the derivative of Eq. 52.2

The steady-state overpotential.—Generally, we do not
know the rate-limiting step of a reaction. A reduction of
Eq. 28-30 by application of the steady-state condition is
then useful. When the system is operated at constant cur-
rent density, the mass fluxes of the system are constant or
zero in the steady state. The bulk flux of hydrogen pro-
duces dissolved gas in the electrolyte after diffusion, so
that

= 0

where J2 is given by Eq. 29. The flux of HC1 up to the sur-
face is cancelled by j/1 so that also

= 0

where J0 is given by Eq. 28. By application of Eq. 29 and
53, we find the balance equation for the chemical forces

— H2 = —-U4c1 — p.) +
122 22

Since the rate of hydrogen evolution is most often limited
by H4 discharge,7 we choose to keep the chemical potential
difference of HC1 as the primary force. Equations 55, 43,
and 45 are introduced into Eq. 49 to give

- 1 12 Iln K1 - in aHCI

2 aHC1

plus a term linear in j. The result differs from Eq. 50 by one
parenthesis, but has the same functional form. The equa-
tions are identical to each other when Eq. 38 applies.
Equation 56 allows for a role for H2 in the rate-limiting step
through the parenthesis.

By using Eq. 54 and 29, we also find that

- I
s e _____

HC1 —
PHCI —

d

7' ,d'll
The steady-state interdiffusion coefficient of H2(g) and
HC1, Eq. 58, is positive definite. Equation 57 then means
that the chemical potential of HC1 at the cathode surface
is higher than in the bulk, giving 'q c 0 at the cathode, in
agreement with conventions (cf. Eq. 1). The negative over-
potential means that HC1 is in a high energy state at the
surface and can perform work.

Equation 57 establishes that, for each current density,
there is a specific concentration of HC1 building up at the
surface. Because time is needed to obtain the condition of
Eq. 57, we understand that stable readings of TI cannot be
obtained, i.e., with a fresh electrode surface. By combining
Eq. 56 and 57 the overpotential becomes

_2Ii'. 2

F 212) 1'

The chemical potential differences for H2 and HC1 in
Eq. 49 were eliminated through the steady-state con-
ditions of Eq. 55 and 57. Equation 59 expresses that the

[52]

electrode overpotential appears to be independent of other
forces acting at the surface. The true dependence has been
masked by the steady-state condition. This may explain
why the coupling of different processes has not been dis-
covered before. The equation is not useful for predicting
variations of the overpotential, since almost nothing is
known about the surface coefficients. Equations 49, 51,
and 56 therefore are more relevant at present for interpre-
tation of experiments.

The Tafel equation.—The flux of HC1 to the surface is
proportional to j according to Eq. 28. The strong elec-
trolyte accumulates until a balance is obtained between
charge-transfer to the surface, reaction, and diffusion out
of the surface (Eq. 57). The time needed to achieve steady-
state surface concentrations, c÷, c-, must be characteris-
tic for the given j. It is not unreasonable, for a certain
range of current densities, that there is a proportionality
between the surface concentrations c+, cã-, and j. It fol-

531 lows that the thermodynamic states of the surface are
functions of j (or 'q). By a similar argument we may expect
that there is also a proportionality between c2 and j. The
overpotential of Eq. 50, 51, or 56 can be plotted as a func-
tion of in j when such proportionalities apply. This is the
normal Tafel plot.

Methods for Data Analysis
The way of analyzing experimental data with the new

[55] theory is to some extent the same as in the Tafel plot pro-
cedure. However, the meaning of the slope and the inter-
cepts are shifted. By extrapolating the plots of r vs. in jon
a proper scale, we can obtain first the intercept when W
discharge is rate limiting from Eq. 50

lim = ln K1 [60]
[56] F

When H2 desorption is rate limiting we have from Eq. 51

lim rilnj-.O = — ln K2 [61]

The general situation is given from Eq. 56

lim 1In1-O = i [i
—

. 4_]
in K1 [62]

The intercept 61 can be used for determination of K2. The
product of ln K1 and tj_ can be found from Eq. 60, and the
product of in K1, t, and the parenthesis with the cou-
pling coefficients from Eq. 62. It is also possible to find K1
and K2 from experiments on adsorption and desorption as
the definitions of these constants do not depend on the
electrochemical cell. A negative overpotential gives a
small value for K1 from Eq. 60. When ta,- and K1 are
known, we can find the activity of HC1 at the surface dur-
ing operation of the electrode from Eq. 50. From knowl-
edge of the limit case, (Eq. 50, 60), the state having signif-
icant coupling terms (Eq. 56, 62) can be determined. The
interdiffusion coefficient of Eq. 57 can be determined from
Eq. 59 when the transference number is known and the
diffusional coupling is small. In this manner we can obtain
thermodynamic data for the components at the surface, as
well as some of the transport coefficients of the surface.

The Tafel slopes of the plots follow from the above. We
have from Eq. 56

4ii_= Ii— x.t !I_?1 [63]
[59]

dlnj CFL
2 F

when the stationary state concentrations c÷ and c are
proportional to j. (In our convention j is positive at the
cathode, which means that we have omitted the II sign of
Eq. 1). The value of a is

and

[57]

[58]
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a =-4--li- IT'
2ts 2

In the limit case given by Eq. 51 we have

&q RT
ci in j

—

2F

when cis proportional to j.This gives a = 2. In both cases
it is assumed that electroiyte composition is constant for
the results used in the piot. It is important to realize that
the different plots 63 and 65 are performed for separate
thermodynamic states, and each of the plots are valid for
variations within one state.

According to these equations, the temperature coeffi-
cient of the overpotential aiways has a leading term,
which is the product of R/F and a surface coefficient term.
The temperature dependence of the coefficient term and
the temperature dependence of the surface activity may
lead to variations in the leading term.

The dependence of a2 on the hydrogen pressure, Eq. 51,
in the region where the surface activity is proportional to
the eiectric current density gives the derivative

— 1 — VH2
[66]

The negative value of this derivative has been considered
in the literature to be a surprise,2 or a valuable diagnostic
parameter for the interpretation of the electron-transfer
reaction. From the present theory the negative sign as well
as the interpretation is straightforward.

Interpretation of Some Experimental Results
Experimental results on overpotentials for the hydrogen

evolution reaction give different intercepts and slopes for
different temperature intervals and current densities,
when the overpotential is piotted as a function of in j.27
The accuracy in the curve fitting is high, within a few per-
cent, for a certain interval of current densities. We refer
largely to Ref. 2 and 7 which contain numerous references
on the hydrogen evolution reaction.

In the region of slow W discharge, it is found that there
is a reiatively small variation of the slope around the vaiue
2RT/F. From Eq. 64 this means that the product containing
the surface coefficients is close to unity This is likely when
the surface concentration of HC1 is small. The surface
polarization binds Ht relatively stronger and makes Cl- the
predominant charge carrier. At the same time there is
enough space at the surface so that condition 38 holds.
When the surface concentration increases, the transference
number for chloride may decrease. But at the same time,
the coupling coefficient 1 may be significant compared to
the main coefficient Q. A negative vaiue for this coefficient,
which is likely from an argument which considers compe-
tition for the same space, gives a value of the parenthesis
slightly larger than one. The variation of the two terms
compensate each other to some degree, and the product has
a smaller variation than the separate terms. This may
explain why a is close to 0.5 in so many experiments.

In the region with electrochemical desorption as the
rate-limiting step, the slope is seen2 to change into RT/2F, in
agreement with Eq. 62. Equation 52 has also been verified.

The temperature coefficient in the region of siow H dis-
charge is essentially independent of the temperature,15
consistent with a smali contribution from the coupling
coefficients. The temperature coefficient of the overpoten-
tial has been reported in the literature to decrease regu-
iarly as the current density increases. This has a plausible
explanation. If the current density enhances the activity of
the reacting species at the surface, one expects that the
reiative importance of the temperature to do the same is
reduced as the temperature is increased.

Equation 59 predicts what has been observed experi-
[64] mentally, that the overpotential for hydrogen evolution

normaliy does not vary much with pH.15 It is likely that the
transport coefficients of Eq. 59 depend oniy weakly on the
concentration of HC1 in the buik solution, since they are
defined for the surface. A change in a is reported by
changing the metal state from liquid to soiid.2 Variations

1 5] in the coupling coefficients with the aggregate state of the
metal may explain this.

Discussion
We have seen above that experimental resuits for over-

potentiais obtained for steady-state hydrogen evolution
reactions can be understood in terms of the equations
given in the theoreticai section of this paper. We now dis-
cuss some further aspects of the theory and compare our
resuits to the Tafel equation and its extensions.

A more general theory for the overpotential.—We have
presented a new thermodynamic foundation for the over-
potentiai of an electrode surface. The theoretical results
were derived using the nonequiiibrium thermodynamics
for surface of Albano and Bedeaux.8 The dissipation func-
tion given by these authors was used to construct coupled
flux equations for the normal components of the fluxes to
the surface. The generai theory accounts for a multitude of
effects; most of them have been neglected here. All vecto-
riai as well as tensoriai (viscous) processes describing
transport along the surface have been neglected. Among
the scalar contributions, we did not discuss polarization
redistributions in much detail, but nonisothermal effects
have been treated previously.9 The nonequilibrium ther-
modynamics of surfaces puts ali these phenomena on the
same basis. The theory shows us how to extend our
description when needed. The metal hydride formation
with Ni as a cathode, for instance, may be described by
including one more fiux into the system of flux equations,
namely, J.

The overpotentiai in the new theory is a linear combina-
tion of the chemical forces of the system. The flux-force
relations apply when there is local thermodynamic equi-
librium at the surface. Local equilibrium in temperature
and concentration gradients was investigated by molecu-
lar dynamics simulations by Hafskjoid and Ratkje.'7 We
have used the condition of electroneutrality at the surface.
The premises for the derivations are therefore surprising-
ly simple.

The dissipation function (Eq. 10) contains only indepen-
dent variables. In the present system we have three inde-
pendent components, H20, HCi, and H2 when the chemical
reaction takes place. In terms of the phase rule HC1 is
everywhere defined by the amount of Ht The high activi-
ty of HC1 required for reaction is represented by the high-
ly polarized molecule at the surface. The reactants are in a
stable thermodynamic state, accessibie by measurements
in our theory. While the exampie treated here is that of a
slow chemical reaction, we claim that the theory is com-
pletely general. Fast reactions have less chance of cou-
pling, and many eiectron reactions are fast.3-6 Stili, the
general scheme shouid be applicabie to fast reactions.

We have seen that the overpotentiai can be understood
as a reaction overpotential, but it has been cast in the form
of a concentration overpotential. A critical issue for this
resuit was the definition of transference coefficients of the
surface. Only the transference coefficients of HC1 and H2
need to be considered when we have equilibrium for H20
between the surface and the electrolyte. To find the trans-
ference coefficients we first write the chemical reaction
between HCi and H2. The transference coefficients of H2
and MCi then follow directly from the reaction and the
mass fluxes with the electric current to the surface. Our
appiication of transference coefficients has proven useful
before in systems with chemical reactions in the bulk.'1'17
It ieads, as we have seen here, to the ehmination of the
chemical reaction per se (see Ref. 19 for an elimination of
the chemical reaction from bulk flow in chemical reactor).

d ln j

dp2 l1T,ucl
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In the limit case given by Eq. 51 we have

cfrq RT
ci ln j

—

2F

when c5is proportional toj. This gives cx = 2. In both cases
it is assumed that electrolyte composition is constant for
the results used in the plot. It is important to realize that
the different plots 63 and 65 are performed for separate
thermodynamic states, and each of the plots are valid for
variations within one state.

According to these equations, the temperature coeffi-
cient of the overpotential always has a leading term,
which is the product of B/F and a surface coefficient term.
The temperature dependence of the coefficient term and
the temperature dependence of the surface activity may
lead to variations in the leading term.

The dependence of a2 on the hydrogen pressure, Eq. 51,
in the region where the surface activity is proportional to
the electric current density gives the derivative

— 1 — VH2
[66]

The negative value of this derivative has been considered
in the literature to be a surprise,2 or a valuable diagnostic
parameter for the interpretation of the electron-transfer
reaction. From the present theory the negative sign as well
as the interpretation is straightforward.

Interpretation of Some Experimental Results
Experimental results on overpotentials for the hydrogen

evolution reaction give different intercepts and slopes for
different temperature intervals and current densities,
when the overpotential is plotted as a function of ln )2.?

The accuracy in the curve fitting is high, within a few per-
cent, for a certain interval of current densities. We refer
largely to Ref. 2 and 7 which contain numerous references
on the hydrogen evolution reaction.

In the region of slow W discharge, it is found that there
is a relatively small variation of the slope around the value
2RT/F. From Eq. 64 this means that the product containing
the surface coefficients is close to unity. This is likely when
the surface concentration of HC1 is small. The surface
polarization binds Ht relatively stronger and makes CY the
predominant charge carrier. At the same time there is
enough space at the surface so that condition 38 holds.
When the surface concentration increases, the transference
number for chloride may decrease. But at the same time,
the coupling coefficient l may be significant compared to
the main coefficient lh.A negative value for this coefficient,
which is likely from an argument which considers compe-
tition for the same space, gives a value of the parenthesis
slightly larger than one. The variation of the two terms
compensate each other to some degree, and the product has
a smaller variation than the separate terms. This may
explain why ci is close to 0.5 in so many experiments.

In the region with electrochemical desorption as the
rate-limiting step, the slope is seen2 to change into RT/2F, in
agreement with Eq. 62. Equation 52 has also been verified.

The temperature coefficient in the region of slow W dis-
charge is essentially independent of the temperature,15
consistent with a small contribution from the coupling
coefficients. The temperature coefficient of the overpoten-
tial has been reported in the literature to decrease regu-
larly as the current density increases. This has a plausible
explanation. If the current density enhances the activity of
the reacting species at the surface, one expects that the
relative importance of the temperature to do the same is
reduced as the temperature is increased.

Equation 59 predicts what has been observed experi-
[64) mentally, that the overpotential for hydrogen evolution

normally does not vary much with pH.15 It is likely that the
transport coefficients of Eq. 59 depend only weakly on the
concentration of HC1 in the bulk solution, since they are
defined for the surface. A change in a is reported by
changing the metal state from liquid to solid.2 Variations

[65] in the coupling coefficients with the aggregate state of the
metal may explain this.

Discussion
We have seen above that experimental results for over-

potentials obtained for steady-state hydrogen evolution
reactions can be understood in terms of the equations
given in the theoretical section of this paper. We now dis-
cuss some further aspects of the theory and compare our
results to the Tafel equation and its extensions.

A more general theory for the overpotential.—We have
presented a new thermodynamic foundation for the over-
potential of an electrode surface. The theoretical results
were derived using the nonequilibrium thermodynamics
for surface of Albano and Bedeaux.8 The dissipation func-
tion given by these authors was used to construct coupled
flux equations for the normal components of the fluxes to
the surface. The general theory accounts for a multitude of
effects; most of them have been neglected here. All vecto-
rial as well as tensorial (viscous) processes describing
transport along the surface have been neglected. Among
the scalar contributions, we did not discuss polarization
redistributions in much detail, but nonisothermal effects
have been treated previously.9 The nonequilibrium ther-
modynamics of surfaces puts all these phenomena on the
same basis. The theory shows us how to extend our
description when needed. The metal hydride formation
with Ni as a cathode, for instance, may be described by
including one more flux into the system of flux equations,
namely, J.

The overpotential in the new theory is a linear combina-
tion of the chemical forces of the system. The flux-force
relations apply when there is local thermodynamic equi-
librium at the surface. Local equilibrium in temperature
and concentration gradients was investigated by molecu-
lar dynamics simulations by Hafskjold and RatkjeJ7 We
have used the condition of electroneutrality at the surface.
The premises for the derivations are therefore surprising-
ly simple.

The dissipation function (Eq. 10) contains only indepen-
dent variables. In the present system we have three inde-
pendent components, H20, HC1, and H2 when the chemical
reaction takes place. In terms of the phase rule HC1 is
everywhere defined by the amount of Ht The high activi-
ty of HC1 required for reaction is represented by the high-
ly polarized molecule at the surface. The reactants are in a
stable thermodynamic state, accessible by measurements
in our theory. While the example treated here is that of a
slow chemical reaction, we claim that the theory is com-
pletely general. Fast reactions have less chance of cou-
pling, and many electron reactions are fast.2-6 Still, the
general scheme should be applicable to fast reactions.

We have seen that the overpotential can be understood
as a reaction overpotential, but it has been cast in the form
of a concentration overpotential. A critical issue for this
result was the definition of transference coefficients of the
surface. Only the transference coefficients of HC1 and H2
need to be considered when we have equilibrium for H20
between the surface and the electrolyte. To find the trans-
ference coefficients we first write the chemical reaction
between HC1 and H2. The transference coefficients of H2
and HO then follow directly from the reaction and the
mass fluxes with the electric current to the surface. Our
application of transference coefficients has proven useful
before in systems with chemical reactions in the bulk.'1'
It leads, as we have seen here, to the elimination of the
chemical reaction per se (see Ref. 19 for an elimination of
the chemical reaction from bulk flow in chemical reactor).

ci ln j

dp2
CC'
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The net result is a gross simplification of equations, and a
reduction of the overpotential for the reaction to an over-
potential similar to one of a concentration cell. The com-
mon concentration overpotential,' however, in our theory
is a property of the electrolyte adjacent to the surface. The
difference between equations for the bulk and for the sur-
face is that Eq. 28-30 give the coupling between scalar
transport processes while the transport processes leading
to the concentration potential in the bulk electrolyte are
vectorial. The theory in its present form does not need
electrochemical affinities as forces for the chemical reac-
tion at the surface,19'2° because the rate of the reaction is
not an independent flux. Therefore, we did not find it nec-
essary to invoke affinities (dependent forces) in our
expression of the overpotential.

A difference between equations for the bulk potential
difference and the surface potential jump is the appear-
ance of the phase equilibrium in the overpotential theory
(Eq. 44, 45). The values of K1, K2 are convenient for char-
acterizing adsorption.

Data of high precision are available in the literature on
steady-state overpotentials. Still, experimental designs
which aim at proving certain theoretical aspects in the
outset may give even better results than measurements
which are performed without knowledge of the theory to
be applied. The temperature coefficients, for instance, are
seen in a new context with the present theory. Therefore,
we expect that accuracy in the determinations of these
coefficients can be improved further by chosing different
experimental regions.

The main result for our specific case, the hydrogen evo-
lution reaction, is Eq. 56. This equation is not restricted to
limiting cases, with either W discharge or electrochemical
desorption of H2 being rate limiting. It describes all inter-
mediate cases which so far have lacked a theoretical base.2
This is the strength of Eq. 56: it contains the limiting cases
as well as the intermediate ones. The dramatic shift in the
value of a from about 0.5 to 2, when there is a shift of the
rate-limiting step, can be explained within the same
framework. The set of Eq. 28-30 explains the time needed
to obtain steady state and particulars of each state, for
instance, the weak pH-dependence of 11 in the steady state.
Equation 56 can be extended to include forces other than
the ones dealt with here as well as terms linear in j.

The proportionality between surface concentrations and
j is a critical assumption for obtaining the Tafel equation
from Eq. 56. The qualitative explanation given here can be
quantified by experiments. The new feature introduced by
the theory is the coupling of phenomena at the surface.
The coupling of mass transports to the surface is well
known. It is reasonable that transports of HC1 and H2 to
and from the surface interfere with each other, particular-
ly beyond a critical concentration when the surface
becomes crowded. The new feature of this work, is not
only the systematic treatment of mass transport, but also
of heat transport. At the surface the normal fluxes are
scalar processes which couple to other scalar phenomena
like chemical reactions without violating Curie's principle.

The Tafel equation and its theoretical foundations—Our
specific result, Eq. 56, is further compared to Eq. 1. The
plot of 11 Vs. ln j in this equation normally is used to find
the exchange current density j0 (in dimensionless units).
From Eq. 1, 60, and 64 we have

'<1 [67]

The dimension of the electric current in Eq. 66 and 60
must be the same. We see that K, plays the same role as j°.
The exchange current density has been taken as a measure
of the two-way traffic of charge-transfer in the equilibri-
um state, for a one-charge transfer reaction. The equilib-
rium constant also can be seen as a measure of the ratio of
forward and backward reaction rates in simple cases in
chemical reaction kinetics. A difference in the interpreta-
tion, however, is that K1 applies for adsorption/desorption
without charge-transfer. A value of K1 can be derived from

published values of j. when appropriate conditions are
valid. The exchange current density has been used suc-
cessfully to explain catalytic properties of electrode mate-
rials. The equilibrium constant can be used for the same
purpose. The exchange current density may vary largely
with the preparation of the surface.

The factor a in the Tafel equation was given above,
Eq. 64. We understand that a is 0.5 and varies only
slightly around this value. We explained above that the
product of the surface coefficients can be expected to
vary only slowly around one, due to compensating
effects. Whenever the coupling of mass fluxes is negligi-
ble and the transference number of Cl is unity, a = 0.5.
The same result, approximately, may be valid when the
surface coefficients combine to give unity in front of the
term 2RT/F. Deviations from a = 0.5 then can be under-
stood as contributions from the coupling terms, a small-
er transference number of C1, or failure of a proportion-
ality between the surface concentrations and j. We expect
the coupling terms to depend on the surface concentra-
tions and surface polarization. -

The symmetry factor of the simple Tafel equation has
been taken to allocate a position to the activation energy
barrier for charge-transfer1'2 when the Tafel equation is
derived from the Butler-Volmer equation. When the Tafel
equation is derived from the continuum dielectric model of
Macus,7 the coefficient a = 0.5 is predicted when the Gibbs
energy associated with solvent rearrangements and inter-
action of products and reactants with the electrode, AGE, is
large compared to AGE, the Gibbs energy change of the
electrode reaction at equilibrium. In our theory the factor
0.5 refers simply to the thermodynamic state of HC1 at the
surface and the interplay of phenomena at the surface.
Our formulation is in spirit close to the Marcus theory
which includes solvent interaction.

Both the Butler-Volmer equation and the Marcus theory
have only one driving force and one net flux along the
reaction coordinate. The resistance to the reaction is a
function of the activation Gibbs energy for charge-trans-
fer. The resistance is thus seen as a resistance to the elec-
trochemical reaction. We see this resistance as a renormal-
ized one, including processes which are coupled to the
chemical reaction. The fluxes of the other processes pre-
sent are in the stationary state and are given in terms of
the electric current. This makes it possible, in our analysis,
to go to a reduced description using only the reaction coor-
dinate and the renormalized resistance.

The Tafel equation appears as one of two branches of the
Butler-Volmer equation. The Butler-Volmer equation con-
tains both anodic and cathodic currents. In this matter it
is different from our theory which contains only net flux-
es. Our equation for the anodic reaction thus is obtained
by reversing the direction of the current density in Eq. 49.
The overpotential is then reversed. Absence of symmetry
of the current-voltage relationship can be explained by
different conditions for maintaining the chemical poten-
tials (diffusion).

In the limit of small current densities our Eq. 49 gives an
ohmic term only as the last term. The reduction of zero
current therefore gives the same result as the reduction of
the Butler-Volmer equation, but the terms leading to the
resistance are different. While our resistance is a pure
ohmic one, the resistance given by j0/RT is a resistance of
the reaction. We have seen above that we have an alterna-
tive interpretation for the parameter j0. In the case where
11 is dominated by 3 j, The Butler-Voliner equation is a
model for this term.

Our theory can open up the interplay between several
processes. The electric potential jump is the dominant
force, but other forces at the surface also may play a role.
The question about the temperature variation3 or the
potential dependence2 of the slope of the Tafel equation
can be answered by the introduction of coupled transport
processes. From our theory, we expect the symmetry factor
of the Tafel equation to depend weakly on temperatures
and concentrations and also on the current density and the
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The net result is a gross simplification of equations, and a
reduction of the overpotential for the reaction to an over-
potential similar to one of a concentration cell. The com-
mon concentration overpotential,' however, in our theory
is a property of the electrolyte adjacent to the surface. The
difference between equations for the bulk and for the sur-
face is that Eq. 28-30 give the coupling between scalar
transport processes while the transport processes leading
to the concentration potential in the bulk electrolyte are
vectorial. The theory in its present form does not need
electrochemical affinities as forces for the chemical reac-
tion at the surface,'9'2° because the rate of the reaction is
not an independent flux. Therefore, we did not find it nec-
essary to invoke affinities (dependent forces) in our
expression of the overpotential.

A difference between equations for the bulk potential
difference and the surface potential jump is the appear-
ance of the phase equilibrium in the overpotential theory
(Eq. 44, 45). The values of K,, K2 are convenient for char-
acterizing adsorption.

Data of high precision are available in the literature on
steady-state overpotentials. Still, experimental designs
which aim at proving certain theoretical aspects in the
outset may give even better results than measurements
which are performed without knowledge of the theory to
be applied. The temperature coefficients, for instance, are
seen in a new context with the present theory. Therefore,
we expect that accuracy in the determinations of these
coefficients can be improved further by chosing different
experimental regions.

The main result for our specific case, the hydrogen evo-
lution reaction, is Eq. 56. This equation is not restricted to
limiting cases, with either W discharge or electrochemical
desorption of H2 being rate limiting. It describes all inter-
mediate cases which so far have lacked a theoretical base.2
This is the strength of Eq. 56: it contains the limiting cases
as well as the intermediate ones. The dramatic shift in the
value of a from about 0.5 to 2, when there is a shift of the
rate-limiting step, can be explained within the same
framework. The set of Eq. 28-30 explains the time needed
to obtain steady state and particulars of each state, for
instance, the weak pH-dependence of 11 in the steady state.
Equation 56 can be extended to include forces other than
the ones dealt with here as well as terms linear in j.

The proportionality between surface concentrations and
j is a critical assumption for obtaining the Tafel equation
from Eq. 56. The qualitative explanation given here can be
quantified by experiments. The new feature introduced by
the theory is the coupling of phenomena at the surface.
The coupling of mass transports to the surface is well
known. It is reasonable that transports of HC1 and H2 to
and from the surface interfere with each other, particular-
ly beyond a critical concentration when the surface
becomes crowded. The new feature of this work, is not
only the systematic treatment of mass transport, but also
of heat transport. At the surface the normal fluxes are
scalar processes which couple to other scalar phenomena
like chemical reactions without violating Curie's principle.

The Tafel equation and its theoretical foundations.—Our
specific result, Eq. 56, is further compared to Eq. 1. The
plot of q vs. ln j in this equation normally is used to find
the exchange current density j (in dimensionless units).
From Eq. 1, 60, and 64 we have

K, =j
The dimension of the electric current in Eq. 66 and 60
must be the same. We see that K, plays the same role as j°.
The exchange current density has been taken as a measure
of the two-way traffic of charge-transfer in the equilibri-
um state, for a one-charge transfer reaction. The equilib-
rium constant also can be seen as a measure of the ratio of
forward and backward reaction rates in simple cases in
chemical reaction kinetics. A difference in the interpreta-
tion, however, is that K, applies for adsorption/desorption
without charge-transfer. A value of K, can be derived from

published values of j, when appropriate conditions are
valid. The exchange current density has been used suc-
cessfully to explain catalytic properties of electrode mate-
rials. The equilibrium constant can be used for the same
purpose. The exchange current density may vary largely
with the preparation of the surface.

The factor a in the Tafel equation was given above,
Eq. 64. We understand that a is 0.5 and varies only
slightly around this value. We explained above that the
product of the surface coefficients can be expected to
vary only slowly around one, due to compensating
effects. Whenever the coupling of mass fluxes is negligi-
ble and the transference number of Cl is unity, a = 0.5.
The same result, approximately, may be valid when the
surface coefficients combine to give unity in front of the
term 2RT/F. Deviations from a = 0.5 then can be under-
stood as contributions from the coupling terms, a small-
er transference number of CY, or failure of a proportion-
ality between the surface concentrations and j. We expect
the coupling terms to depend on the surface concentra-
tions and surface polarization. -

The symmetry factor of the simple Tafel equation has
been taken to allocate a position to the activation energy
barrier for charge-transfer'2 when the Tafel equation is
derived from the Butler-Volmer equation. When the Tafel
equation is derived from the continuum dielectric model of
Macus,7 the coefficient a =0.5 is predicted when the Gibbs
energy associated with solvent rearrangements and inter-
action of products and reactants with the electrode, AG,, is
large compared to AGE, the Gibbs energy change of the
electrode reaction at equilibrium. In our theory the factor
0.5 refers simply to the thermodynamic state of HC1 at the
surface and the interplay of phenomena at the surface.
Our formulation is in spirit close to the Marcus theory
which includes solvent interaction.

Both the Butler-Volmer equation and the Marcus theory
have only one driving force and one net flux along the
reaction coordinate. The resistance to the reaction is a
function of the activation Gibbs energy for charge-trans-
fer. The resistance is thus seen as a resistance to the elec-
trochemical reaction. We see this resistance as a renormal-
ized one, including processes which are coupled to the
chemical reaction. The fluxes of the other processes pre-
sent are in the stationary state and are given in terms of
the electric current. This makes it possible, in our analysis,
to go to a reduced description using only the reaction coor-
dinate and the renormalized resistance.

The Tafel equation appears as one of two branches of the
Butler-Volmer equation. The Butler-Volmer equation con-
tains both anodic and cathodic currents. In this matter it
is different from our theory which contains only net flux-
es. Our equation for the anodic reaction thus is obtained
by reversing the direction of the current density in Eq. 49.
The overpotential is then reversed. Absence of symmetry
of the current-voltage relationship can be explained by
different conditions for maintaining the chemical poten-
tials (diffusion).

In the limit of small current densities our Eq. 49 gives an
ohmic term only as the last term. The reduction of zero
current therefore gives the same result as the reduction of
the Butler-Volmer equation, but the terms leading to the
resistance are different. While our resistance is a pure
ohmic one, the resistance given by j0/RT is a resistance of
the reaction. We have seen above that we have an alterna-

[67] tive interpretation for the parameter j0. In the case where
1 is dominated by 3' j, The Butler-Volmer equation is a
model for this term.

Our theory can open up the interplay between several
processes. The electric potential jump is the dominant
force, but other forces at the surface also may play a role.
The question about the temperature variation3 or the
potential dependence2 of the slope of the Tafel equation
can be answered by the introduction of coupled transport
processes. From our theory, we expect the symmetry factor
of the Tafel equation to depend weakly on temperatures
and concentrations and also on the current density and the
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voltage. These dependences have been considered as
anomalies before.3 Equations 23-2 5 can be used to analyze
voltammograms, potential jump response studies, and cur-
rent interrupt measurements in a new way.

Molecular dynamics simulations of conduction in the
bulk phase of 13-alumina21 has shown that the single jump
barrier is too simple, and in particular that the equilibri-
um criterion derived from the Butler-Volmer equation is
not compatible with several other criteria for local equi-
librium.'6 Further work to substantiate these matters is
needed.

Conclusion
A new general nonequilibrium thermodynamic theory

has been presented for the electrode surface. The coupled
transports of mass and charge which take place normal to
the surface during a chemical reaction with charge-trans-
fer at a polarizable electrode have been discussed in detail
using the hydrogen evolution reaction as an example. An
overview of the possible effects is important for experi-
mental design and conducts. The theory generalizes the
Tafel equation and allows for a complete thermodynamic
description of surface chemical potentials and transport
coefficients. There is a lack of experiments and theoretical
models which can substantiate the transport coefficients
which enter the theory. Their determination is indicated to
some extent.
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APPENDIX
In this Appendix we make the link betwen the dissipa-

tion function which is used in the present article, Ts&, and
the general expression for the dissipation function which
is given by Albano and Bedeaux.6 We are interested only in
the normal components of he fluxes. According to these
authors, the possible scalar contributions to the excess
entropy production rate per unit area of the surface, &, for
a polarizable system in an electric field is

TSGS = TS[JQnH — +

+ - TI - (v -
v)vnJJ

+ -— (D — D1ECl)

-t (uk,fl + (v - - [A-i]

Our task is to rewrite Eq. A-i by introducing assumptions
which are appropriate for an electrochemical cell.

The first term to the right of Eq. A-i, the energy flux in the
electromagnetic field times the thermal force, is specifically

- -J] = -
T)]

+ - [A2]

Here J is the entropy flux, s the specific entropy, g, the
electromagnetic energy density, and p the mass density per
unit volume.

The second term to the right of Eq. A-i is the energy dis-
sipated by the electric current density, j, and the overpo-
tential, . With dlv j = 0, = j. The overpotential was
identified as the normal component of the excess electric
field to the surface.9

The third flux-force term to the right of Eq. A-i gives
the flux of momentum times the normal component of the
viscous pressure tensor of the bulk, and a term which
describes the contribution to the pressure from the relative
velocity of the materials.

The redistribution of charge at the surface is given by
dfl/dt where Ps/ is the normal component of the excess
polarization per unit of surface area. The force which
drives this flux is the average electric displacement
field, minus Dneq its equilibrium value, over the dielectric
constant of vacuum, €0. Theprime in these quantities means
that the barycentric frame of reference has been used.

The chemical potentials with a tilde in Eq. A-i include
a contribution from the electric field or the displacement
field.8

= — — Eeq)/P = — P(D — D,eq)/P€ [A—3]

where is the dielectric constant. At the surface

= -P(D -
Dneq)/P€o [A-4]

The contribution to ras from the displacement field of the
adjacent bulk materials is an excess energy contribution
linked to redistribution of polarizable components across
the surface. The normal component of the displacement
field is almost continuous through the surface. It fol-
lows13'4 that to a good approximation

— Djçeq = —
D,neq [A-5]

With Eq. A-3 to A-5, we can rewrite the chemical term (the
last term) of Eq. A-i by

([J + (v - V)Pk](k - S))

= + (v - V)Pk](k -

- [P(v -
v)[F2

-
- Deq)J [A6]

So far all components of the system have been included
in the summation, so that we are able to make use of the
condition

= 0 [A-?]

for fluxes with a barycentric frame of reference. The com-
bination of Eq. A-i to A-6 becomes

= — T)] +)i

+ .q— 2-(D — Dneq) [k(6 —

+[(v_
v)[(Ps +J(Ts_ T) + Pk(k

+ [(va
- v)[H - (v - v) +P(E - Eeq)

- - Deq)]] [A-B]

One combination of terms within the last two parenthe-
ses of Eq. A-B is useful. The pressure of the bulk elec-
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APPENDIX
In this Appendix we make the link betwen the dissipa-

tion function which is used in the present article, 2Th5', and
the general expression for the dissipation function which
is given by Albano and Bedeaux.' We are interested only in
the normal components of he fluxes. According to these
authors, the possible scalar contributions to the excess
entropy production rate per unit area of the surface, if0, for
a polarizable system in an electric field is

T'a' = TS[JOnH — +

+ - lI - (v -
v)vnJJ

+ .1f'— -— (D0 —

- (Uk,fl + (v - - [A-i]

Our task is to rewrite Eq. A-i by introducing assumptions
which are appropriate for an electrochemical cell.

The first term to the right of Eq. A-l,the energy flux in the
electromagnetic field times the thermal force, is specifically

TS[JBO[2 - XJ] = [J00(T' - T)]

+ ç(0 - v)[Is + - T)1 [A-2]
[1,, pTj j)

Here 3',,, is the entropy flux, s the specific entropy, g, the
electromagnetic energy density, and p the mass density per
unit volume.

The second term to the right of Eq. A-i is the energy dis-
sipated by the electric current density, j, and the overpo-
tential, . With cliv j = 0, j,, = j. The overpotential was
identified as the normal component of the excess electric
field to the surface.9

The third flux-force term to the right of Eq. A-i gives
the flux of momentum times the normal component of the
viscous pressure tensor of the bulk, non, and a term which
describes the contribution to the pressure from the relative
velocity of the materials.

The redistribution of charge at the surface is given by
dfl/dt where P, is the normal component of the excess
polarization per unit of surface area. The force which
drives this flux is D,,, the average electric displacement
field, minus D,n,eq, its equilibrium value, over the dielectric
constant of vacuum, €0. Theprime in these quantities means
that the barycentric frame of reference has been used.

The chemical potentials with a tilde in Eq. A-i include
a contribution from the electric field or the displacement
field.'

P'k = P6 — PRE — E01)/p = P'k — P,,'(D — D,eq)/P€ [A3]

where is the dielectric constant. At the surface

= - F (D,, - Dn0q)Ip'€o [A-4]

The contribution to rc' from the displacement field of the
adjacent bulk materials is an excess energy contribution
linked to redistribution of polarizable components across
the surface. The normal component of the displacement
field is almost continuous through the surface. It fol-
lows13"4 that to a good approximation

— Dj,q = —
D,n,eq [A-SI

With Eq. A-3 to A-5, we can rewrite the chemical term (the
last term) of Eq. A-i by

(3',n + (v,, - V)Pi](i -

= ([J,0 + (v - V)Pk](k -

- [(v0 -
v)[!&

-
Deq)J

[A6]

So far all components of the system have been included
in the summation, so that we are able to make use of the
condition

3'k,n = [A-7]

for fluxes with a barycentric frame of reference. The com-
bination of Eq. A-i to A-6 becomes

T'cr = [J,5(T' — T)L + ill

+ .— --(D,, —
Dn,eq) * [Jk,n(P'k

—

+ - v)[(Ps + (T' - T) + Pk( -

+ [(vo
- - (v,, - v) + P(E - Eeq)

- (ELJ(D1 -
D,eq)]]

[A-B]

One combination of terms within the last two parenthe-
ses of Eq. A-B is useful. The pressure of the bulk elec-
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trolyte is a function of T, E, and 1k This can be under-
stood by inspecting the Gibbs-Duhem's equation for the
bulk phase when there is only an electric field normal to
the surface

dp = psclT + PidEieq +
k=1

[A-9]

The difference in bulk pressure between bulk and surface
conditions is therefore

= p(TS,E,p) P(T,En,eq,Pk) = ps(TS — T)

+ PkQ4 — Pk) +Pi(Eeq .-E) [A-b]

In most electrochemical cells, the equilibrium of pressure
gradients in fluid phases (compression) is so fast that
velocities of bulk phases, v, as well as of the surface, v,
are either equal to each other, or they are zero. On a time
scale using seconds or minutes as units, we may then
neglect all contributions containing the difference (v — v,)
in the expression for the entropy production. The slow
steady-state velocity of phases due to the electric current,
however, must then be accounted for through the defini-
tion of components k in the chemical term of Eq. A-8. With
these conditions Eq. A-8 reduces to

Tsif = [J,]n(TS — T)L + i-ri

+ .!3L_ -.- (D,, —
Dneq) L [kM(Pk — L3]- [A-li]

The dissipation of energy due to redistribution of charge is
rapid. It occurs on the millisecond scale, and this time
scale is frequently not of interest. This is accounted for in
the fifth product. The expression obtained by this elimina-
tion is completely analogous to that of bulk electrolytes
which is used by Forland et al.'1

T? = [JS(T' — T)L + pq + [kMQ6 — Ph)]- [A-12]

Eq. A-12 contains 2m + 1 flux-force pairs. In the absence
of net charge accumulation, the number of components in
the summation are the number of neutral components
needed to compose the system. This ensures that we use
only independent mass variables (i.e., those according to
the phase rule when all reactions are fast). By choosing
neutral components only, the difference between an elec-
trochemical and a chemical reactor is the product, jq. The
steady-state polarization of the electrode surface is in-
cluded in this equation through the value of the chemical
potential of the surface, see Eq. A-13, but it also affects
the phenomenological coefficients of the surface.

The value of the dissipation function does not depend on
the frame of reference chosen for the fluxes. Therefore, we
are free to choose other, perhaps more convenient, refer-
ences for the fluxes of Eq. A-il than the barycentric frame
of reference. One of the component fluxes is a possible
choice. The flux, which is chosen as the frame of reference,
does not enter the summation. The number of flux equa-

tions goes down to 2m — 1. Alternatively, a component
flux can be eliminated through application of the Gibbs-
Duhems equation

VSdy — SsdTs — VP:' dD,n,eq
— nc1p. = 0 [A-13]

k=1

Here y is the surface tension. This equation relates the
chemical potentials of the surface to the normal compo-
nent of the polarization.

The above analysis illustrates a general procedure for
finding the proper expression for the entropy production.
The reduction from Eq. A-i to A-12 rests on application of
independent variables in the description of the sytem. This
makes the separation of slow and fast processes in Eq. A-
8 and A-il straightforward. When the elimination of
terms is done in this manner, there is no call for extra pre-
cautions to preserve the symmetry of the flux equations
(Onsager reciprocal relations).
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trolyte is a function of T, E0, and ik. This can be under-
stood by inspecting the Gibbs-Duhem's equation for the
bulk phase when there is only an electric field normal to
the surface

dp psdT + P,(dE,,eq + Pi,dP.i, [A-9}

The difference in bulk pressure between bulk and surface
conditions is therefore

= p(T',Esk) —P(T,En,eq, k) = ps(T' — T)

+ — P.k) +Pn'(Eeq —E) [A-b]

In most electrochemical cells, the equilibrium of pressure
gradients in fluid phases (compression) is so fast that
velocities of bulk phases, v0, as well as of the surface, v'5,
are either equal to each other, or they are zero. On a time
scale using seconds or minutes as units, we may then
neglect all contributions containing the difference (v — v,)
in the expression for the entropy production. The slow
steady-state velocity of phases due to the electric current,
however, must then be accounted for through the defini-
tion of components k in the chemical term of Eq. A-8. With
these conditions Eq. A-8 reduces to

= [.J,,JT' — T)L +

+ 5L_ -—(D- D,n,eq) + [k.(}4 fl- [A11]

The dissipation of energy due to redistribution of charge is
rapid. It occurs on the millisecond scale, and this time
scale is frequently not of interest. This is accounted for in
the fifth product. The expression obtained by this elimina-
tion is completely analogous to that of bulk electrolytes
which is used by Ferland et al."

T'a' = [J,(T' — T)L + jq + [Jk,U6 —
FJ.h)L [A-12J

Eq. A-12 contains 2m + 1 flux-force pairs. In the absence
of net charge accumulation, the number of components in
the summation are the number of neutral components
needed to compose the system. This ensures that we use
only independent mass variables (i.e., those according to
the phase rule when all reactions are fast). By choosing
neutral components only, the difference between an elec-
trochemical and a chemical reactor is the product, jq. The
steady-state polarization of the electrode surface is in-
cluded in this equation through the value of the chemical
potential of the surface, see Eq. A-13, but it also affects
the phenomenological coefficients of the surface.

The value of the dissipation function does not depend on
the frame of reference chosen for the fluxes. Therefore, we
are free to choose other, perhaps more convenient, refer-
ences for the fluxes of Eq. A-li than the barycentric frame
of reference. One of the component fluxes is a possible
choice. The flux, which is chosen as the frame of reference,
does not enter the summation. The number of flux equa-

tions goes down to 2m — 1. Alternatively, a component
flux can be eliminated through application of the Gibbs-
Duhems equation

V'&y — S'dT' — VP:' J._
dD,0,,q

— ndp4, = 0 [A-13]
k=1

Here y is the surface tension. This equation relates the
chemical potentials of the surface to the normal compo-
nent of the polarization.

The above analysis illustrates a general procedure for
finding the proper expression for the entropy production.
The reduction from Eq. A-i to A-12 rests on application of
independent variables in the description of the sytem. This
makes the separation of slow and fast processes in Eq. A-
8 and A-il straightforward. When the elimination of
terms is done in this manner, there is no call for extra pre-
cautions to preserve the symmetry of the flux equations
(Onsager reciprocal relations).
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